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We show that inducing sidebands in the emission of a single emitter into a one-dimensional waveguide,
together with a dissipative repumping process, a photon field is cooled down to a multimode squeezed
vacuum. Our method does not require being in the strong coupling regime, works with a continuum of
propagating field modes, and leads to sources of tunable multimode squeezed light in circuit-QED
systems.
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The quantum states of light are a crucial resource for
precision measurements [1] and quantum information pro-
cessing [2]. In the first case, single-mode squeezed states of
the electromagnetic (EM) field make it possible to lower
the uncertainty of measurements below quantum shot noise
[1]. In the second case, multimode squeezed states of
continuous variables (the EM field) are the essential ingre-
dient for a protocol to do quantum key distribution, tele-
portation, entanglement swapping, error correction, and
full fledged quantum computing [2]. In particular, we re-
mark on the potential of transferring the entanglement
from travelling multimode squeezed light to distant sta-
tionary qubits [3], to construct the backbone of quantum
repeater protocols. In all these cases, we expect the quan-
tum circuits and qubits to suffer from uncertainties in the
fabrication. In order to cope with the associated deviations
in the qubit and circuit frequencies, it is experimentally
important to have robust and tunable sources of broadband
squeezing.
This Letter shows how to create tunable continuous
sources of single and multimode squeezed light by con-
trolling single emitters coupled to propagating modes of
the EM field. Our work builds on recent experiments that
implement the main tools of cavity quantum electrody-
namics (QED) using solid-state devices [4]. These include
superconducting qubits coupled to microwave transmis-
sion lines [5,6], as well as quantum dots coupled to micro-
cavity photons [7], or plasmons [8]. All those experiments
combine the possibility of accurately controlling single
quantum emitters by external fields, and coupling them
to single-mode cavities or one-dimensional (1D) wave-
guides which support stationary or propagating modes of
the EM field [9–11]. In particular, we remark on the
maturity of the circuit-QED field, for which we will detail
the actual physical implementation of our ideas.
The main results of this Letter, presented in sequential
order are a multicolor driving of an artificial atom modifies
its coupling to the EM field, inducing sidebands.
Combining the sidebands with an auxiliary bath, a single
qubit may cool a quantum field in a single-mode cavity to a
squeezed vacuum. If instead of a cavity, the driven qubit is
placed in a waveguide, the high energy modes play the role
of a dissipative bath and the result is tunable multimode
squeezing of the propagating quantum field. Through the
manuscript we will also discuss implementations, mea-
surement schemes and further outlook.
Cooling to a photon squeezed vacuum.—Let us intro-
duce the general idea behind our main results. We will start
with a single-mode photon field interacting with a qubit
through HI ¼ gðaþ þ ayÞ, where a and ay are the
Fock operators for the field and  the qubit ladder op-
erators. When the qubit has a very fast decay rate q  g,
it will cool the bosonic field to the bare photon vacuum,
ji, by a process in which the qubit continuously absorbs
quanta of radiation and decays back to its ground state.
Consider now that we engineer the qubit-field interaction
to look like HI ¼ gðDþ þDyÞ, where D ¼
uaþ vay, u2  v2 ¼ 1. Now the qubit continuously ab-
sorbs photons in the D basis, and the photon field is cooled
to a squeezed vacuum jis, determined by the condition
Djis ¼ 0 [12,13]. This process can be described by a
Markovian evolution for the single-mode photon reduced
density matrix, , in terms of a Liouvillian superoperator,
_ ¼ L½ssq ðÞ ¼ LfD;sqgðÞ; (1)
with a parametrization of the Liouvillian in Lindblad form,
LfO;gðÞ ¼ 2 ðOOy OyOÞ þ H:c:, where  is the
effective complex rate, and O is the jump operator of the
dissipative process.
In the second part of this Letter, we will extend this idea
to work with a continuum of bosonic modes, a!, a
y
!. We
will engineer a dissipative process that cools a 1D photon
field to a multimode squeezed vacuum around two fre-
quencies!a;b, given byDjic ¼ Djic ¼ 0, where the
squeezing operators
D ¼ ua!aþ þ vay!b;
D ¼ ua!b þ vay!aþ;
(2)
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satisfy u2  v2 ¼ 1 and mutually commute ½D; D ¼ 0.
The process relies on the absorption of quanta of radiation
in the D, D basis, followed by decay of the qubit. In
jic, each mode !a þ  in the continuum is entangled
with the mode !b  . The multimode counterpart of
Eq. (1) is now
L ½csq ðÞ ¼
X

LfD;sq gðÞ þ
X

Lf D; sq gðÞ: (3)
Photon sidebands by multicolor driving.—In order to
implement the cooling dynamics (1) and (3) we need the
ability to induce sidebands in the atom-field coupling,
while controlling the qubit decay. We will now show how
these sidebands may be achieved by simply driving the
qubit energy levels, a method that is particularly suited for
circuit-QED and solid-state platforms.
Let us introduce for concreteness a possible experimen-
tal setup in which to implement our ideas [Fig. 1]. We will
focus on a superconducting flux qubit where two junctions
form a SQUID that allows the modulation of the qubit gap
[14]. By the reasoning below, the qubit coupling to the
cavity [Fig. 1(a)] or to the open line [Fig. 1(b)] will be
engineered to contain one or more sidebands. The system
describing the qubit and the set of bosonic modes in the
cavity is described by the free Hamiltonian
H0 ¼ 2z þ
X
!
!ay!a!; (4)
that corresponds to the flux qubit operating at the degen-
eracy point, with  the qubit gap. Note that we consider a
rotated basis (fz; xg ! fx; zg) relative to the usual one
in the flux qubit literature [14]. The bare qubit-field inter-
action is given by
HI ¼
X
!
g!ðþ þ Þða! þ ay!Þ: (5)
We add a z driving with one or more frequencies !d;m,
which can be implemented by an external magnetic field
that induces a flux driving, something that can be done
efficiently by following, for example, Ref. [14]. We ex-
press the driving amplitude by the ratios mðm¼1;2.. .MÞ
to the driving frequencies,
HdðtÞ ¼ 
X
m
m!d;m cosð!d;mtÞz: (6)
In the interaction picture with respect to H0 þHdðtÞ, we
get HIðtÞ ¼ þOðtÞ þ H:c:, with
OðtÞ ¼X
!
O!ðtÞ ¼
X
!
eitG!ðtÞða!ei!t þ ay!ei!tÞ; (7)
where G!ðtÞ is an effective time-dependent coupling
G!ðtÞ ¼ g!  g!
X
m
mðei!d;mt  H:c:Þ þOð2Þ: (8)
By setting !d;m ¼ !m or !d;m ¼ þ!m, we may
resonantly select the survival of one or more sideband
couplings, þa!m or 
þay!m in HIðtÞ, thus engineering
the effective qubit-photon coupling. We will now discuss
both single-mode and continuum limit cases, and how they
evolve into robust single- or multimode squeezing
processes.
Single-mode squeezing.—We start with the particular
case of a single-mode cavity at frequency !0, g! ¼
g!;!0 . By choosing !d;1 ¼ !0, !d;2 ¼ þ!0, we
obtain the effective time-dependent jump operator (7)
OðtÞ ¼ gDþ X
7
¼1
gOe
iEt þOð2Þ: (9)
This contains the desired single-mode squeezing operator
D ¼ ua!0 þ vay!0 with coupling strength g ¼ gð21 
22Þ1=2 and u, v ¼ 1;2g= g, but in addition, we find terms
O ¼ fDy; a; a; a; ay; ay; ayg that oscillate very rapidly
with frequencies E ¼ f2;!d;1;2!d;1; 2!0;!d;2;
2!d;2;2!0g and amplitudes g ¼ f g; g;
1g; 2g; g;2g;1gg.
In order to get squeezed cooling, we have to combine the
sidebands with a fast decay of the qubit. In circuit-QED,
this can be engineered by approaching the qubit with an
open transmission line that provides a relaxation channel
[Fig. 1(a)]. Let us denote the qubit decay rate q. We will
assume that the qubit is approximately in the ground state
at all times 	 ¼ j0iqh0j , where  is the photon re-
duced density matrix. Eliminating adiabatically HI and
keeping second order terms in the qubit-field coupling
[15], we get the effective time evolution,
FIG. 1 (color online). Scheme for shaping a quantum field by
dissipation. (a) A flux qubit is coupled to a single-mode micro-
wave cavity. The qubit gap oscillates at frequencies !d;1 and
!d;2 due to the flux driving of
ðtÞ, and the qubit relaxes through
the contact with the open line. (b) A similar qubit interacts with
the 1D quantum field supported by a transmission line. High
energy modes provide relaxation, while low energy modes
around !a;b, evolve to a multimode squeezed vacuum.
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d=dt ¼ L½ssq ðÞ þL½sh=cðÞ; (10)
where the leading term is the squeezed coolingL½ssq defined
before (1). This equation is valid under the condition sq ¼
2 g2=q  q, required for the adiabatic elimination of the
qubit excited state. The residual terms lead to heating and
cooling in the original basis, and appear with the usual
photon losses in the cavity, of rate ,
L ½sh=cðÞ ¼
X7
¼1
LfO;gðÞ þLfa;gðÞ: (11)
Since  ¼ 2g2=ðiE þ qÞ, if we impose q  !0,
!d;, , which implies 
=sq  ðq=EÞ2  1, and if
losses are small enough,  sq, then all corrections
induced by L½sh=c can be neglected.
Continuous spectrum.—We will now describe a process
to engineer multimode squeezing of the EM field confined
in an open 1D waveguide. The setup is very similar and
consists of a ‘‘bad’’ qubit subject to multicolor driving and
coupled to a line of length L (L! 1). However, twomajor
technicalities arise. The first one is that the line now sup-
ports a continuum of modes, and, in particular, some of
thosemodesmay act as a ‘‘bath’’ for the qubit, providing the
large q which we need. The second issue is that now we
wish to perform multimode squeezing around two frequen-
cies!a and!b of the spectrum [cf. Eq. (2)]. For this wewill
need to implement a stroboscopic scheme that alternates
two drivings of the qubit, generating both terms in Eq. (3).
We assume an Ohmic qubit-field coupling, g! ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃg0!p ,
which describes superconducting qubits coupled to micro-
waves [5] and quantum dots in optical waveguides. The
spectral density, JðÞ ¼ P!g2!ð! Þ ¼ 2! deter-
mines a dimensionless coupling strength , by which g0 ¼
2v=L ¼ 2!, where v is the speed of light. In the
weak coupling regime,  1, the Born-Markov approxi-
mation is justified and a bare qubit with energy gap 
decays with a rate q ¼ JðÞ ¼ 2 [16]. Since this
rate grows with the energy, it makes sense to place our
lossy qubit well above the frequencies that we want to
squeeze,  !a;b. This provides a separation of energy
scales, where the high energy degrees of freedom act as a
bath for the qubit and the low energy modes get squeezed.
More precisely, we choose a frequency cutoff !c, such
that !a, !b  !c  , and split the jump operator (7)
OðtÞ ¼ OlowðtÞ þOhighðtÞ into OlowðtÞ ¼ P!<!cO!ðtÞ,
andOhighðtÞ ¼ P!>!cO!ðtÞ. We define 	low as the reduced
density matrix of the subsystem corresponding to low-
energy frequency modes, plus the qubit. Tracing out the
high energy modes and working in the interaction picture
with respect to H0 þHdðtÞ, we get
d	low
dt
¼ Ldð	lowÞ  i½þOlowðtÞ þOylowðtÞ; 	low;
(12)
whereLd ¼ Lf;qg, and q is the decay rate of the qubit
to lowest order in the driving amplitude, m, defined
above.
At this stage, we are in a position similar to the qubit-
cavity setup. We focus first on the choice of driving fre-
quencies!d;1 ¼ !a,!d;2 ¼ þ!b. The jump opera-
tor in the interaction picture contains the squeezing
operator from Eq. (2)
OlowðtÞ ¼
X

gDe
it þX
;!
g;!O;!e
iEð!Þt; (13)
with g2 ¼ 21g2!aþ  22g2!b and u ¼ 1g!aþ= g,
v ¼ 2g!b= g, but in addition we find fast rotating
corrections O1;! ¼ a!, O2;! ¼ ay!, with g1;! ¼ 1g!,
g2;! ¼ 2g!, and E1ð!Þ ¼ !þ!0, E2ð!Þ ¼ ð!þ
!0Þ. Just like before, we now trace out the qubit, obtaining
an evolution equation for the low-energy field modes
density matrix,  ¼ Trqf	lowg, which to lowest order in
the couplings is _ ¼ L½Dsq ðÞ þL½Dh=c ðÞ. The dominant
term is obtained first in a time-dependent form,
/ P;0sq eið0Þt . . . with sq ¼ g2=ðiþ qÞ.
Assuming a spectral resolution for the field modes larger
than sq , we can perform a rotating wave approximation,
obtaining squeezing
L ½Dsq ðÞ ’
X

sq ðDDy DyDÞ þ H:c:; (14)
together with corrections
L ½Dh=c ðÞ ¼
X
;!
LfO;!;!gðÞ; (15)
such as heating or cooling with ! ¼ g2;!=ðiEð!Þ þ
qÞ, and potential photon losses, with rate . The effect of
these corrections is negligible for modes around !a, !b
under conditions: (i) !a , 

!b  sq0 , or equivalently, !a,
!b  q; and (ii),  sq0 . Moreover, tracing out the
qubit is justified if the emission rate summed over all
modes fulfills
P

sq
  q.
So far we have only implemented half of the squeezing
process, the one that cools modes D in Eq. (2). To cool
also with the jump operators D we need another set of
driving frequencies !d;1 ¼ !b, !d;2 ¼ þ!a, and
driving amplitudes, 1 ¼ 1g!a=g!b , 2 ¼ 2g!b=g!a .
In order to have both cooling processes, in D and D,
we suggest using a stroboscopic cooling scheme, in which
the system evolves during a time t in N cycles of duration
t ¼ t=ð2NÞ, and driving parameters alternate between the
ones associated toD and those of D. For the stroboscopic
limit to be valid, we choose a small time interval, compared
with the Liouvillian time scale, t 1=Psq . The latter
ensures the effective dynamics from Eq. (3) plus the same
small corrections, which we already know how to neglect.
Note that, with , !a, !b  several GHz, the hierarchy in
Table I, leads to
P

sq
 several orders of magnitude below,
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say, in the MHz regime, thus bringing the switching time
t into the s regime.
Performance.—To quantify the squeezing generated by
the dissipative process, we use the steady state solution of
Eqs. (1) and (3), including the heating or cooling correc-
tions due to fast rotating terms, Eqs. (10) and (15). For the
single mode we define the quadrature X ¼ aþ ay, and
relate squeezing to the suppression of quantum noise, S ¼
log10X, where X2 ¼ hX2i  hXi2 is the variance of X
and X ¼ 1 for the EM vacuum. Figure 2 shows how
squeezing improves with the cavity quality factor, and
that ratios of 6 dB are attainable for realistic parameters,
in particular, for the experimentally most relevant value
Q ¼ 106. In the multimode case, shown in Fig. 3, squeez-
ing has to be defined with respect to a combined quad-
rature. In the continuum, we estimate  ¼ !=Q, derived
under the assumption that losses mainly happen at the
boundaries of a long 1D waveguide, and using values of
Q describing small cavities in the single-mode limit.
Remarkably, for weak coupling strengths, it is possible to
cool a broad range of frequencies around !a;b to an en-
tangled state with no excitations. To avoid heating (see
Table I), it is beneficial to choose those frequencies as high
as possible under the restriction !a;b  . Optimal values
are used in Fig. 3, with absolute frequencies !a ¼ 2:4 and
!b ¼ 3 GHz, and multimode squeezing between modes
!a þ  and !b   is hosted within a 0.4 GHz bandwidth
of values of . Absolute frequencies are high enough to
neglect thermal excitations, and the squeezing is large
enough to be detected using a frequency-dependent variant
of the cross-correlation methods devised in various groups
[17–19]. Finally, in the calculation presented in Fig. 3, a
time interval as long as t ¼ 3 s was enough to guaran-
tee the validity of the stroboscopic approximation.
Finally, a limited controllability of the qubit
Hamiltonian, could result in residual contributions to H0
in Eq. (4) of the form x. The latter would not change our
results as long as  q, such that the excitation proba-
bility of the qubit remains negligible and we can derive
effective Liouvillians (1) and (3). In the same limit, devia-
tions from the pure z driving in (6) may be neglected.
Conclusions and Outlook.—We have shown that the
photon quantum field of a cavity may be shaped by dis-
sipation following a scheme that is ideally suited for
circuit-QED platforms. In the case of single-mode cavities,
our scheme requires an auxiliary bad cavity to induce
dissipation, whereas in a 1D long waveguide, this is not
required, since high energy photons play the role of a
dissipative bath. Our proposal could allow experimentalists
to control a continuous quantum field with the aid of a
dissipative cooling process and generate tunable multi-
mode squeezing. Other methods for generating sidebands
may be applied to get the required qubit-field couplings
[20]. Finally, our scheme can be easily generalized to other
physical setups, such as charge or transmon qubits, or
quantum dots coupled to photonic or plasmonic cavities.
Here sidebands may be induced by using excited levels of
TABLE I. Summary of approximations
Markovian limit Neglect heating Neglect losses
single mode sq  q q  !0, !d;,  sq  
continuum
P

sq
  q q  !a, !b   sq0  
FIG. 2 (color online). Squeezing generated by dissipation in a
single-mode microwave cavity: !0 ¼ 3:5,  ¼ 10, q ¼ 0:2,
g ¼ 1 GHz, and 1 ¼ 0:2. We have used Eq. (10) and the
definition of squeezing in the main text. Continuous lines cor-
respond to Q ¼ !0= ¼ 105, 106 (grey, red online), 107, 108,
and the dotted line is the ideal squeezed vacuum generated by
L½ssq .
FIG. 3. Cooling of a one-dimensional photon field to a
squeezed vacuum. We have considered the stroboscopic method
described in the text and a microwave cavity with , !a, !b ¼
15, 3, 2.4 GHz, respectively. Qubit-field coupling strength cor-
responds to  ¼ 6 104, and quality factors areQ ¼ 103, 104,
105, 106. Driving amplitudes are given by 1 ¼ 0:2, 2 ¼ 0:1,
and we used a time interval t ¼ 3 s. (a) Continuous line:
Occupation number in the basis defined by operators D, as a
function of the frequency separation  ( ¼ 0, corresponds to
squeezing between modes at !a and !b). Dotted line: Same
without cooling (nonsqueezed photon vacuum). (b) Squeezing at
each frequency is defined here as the suppression of quantum
noise, S ¼ 10log10X, for each two-mode quadrature
X ¼ ða!aþ þ a!b þ H:c:Þ=2.
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charged dots, and by using polarized light to tune transi-
tions between spin states [21].
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